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AN EXCEPTIONAL 
COLLECTION OF 
EUROPEAN AND 
AMERICAN TOYS

Sunday June 3rd, 2018 - 10:00 AM

CONDITION GRADES

 Mint (M) ........................................ 98%+
 Near Mint (NM) ............................. 97-98%
 Pristine ........................................... 95-96%
 Excellent (EX) ................................ 90-94%
 Very Fine (VF) ................................ 85-89%
 Very Good  ...................................... 80-84%

Prices realized may be downloaded 
from liveauctioneers.com 

immediately after the sale closes.

DIRECTIONS TO OUR GALLERY
295 US Hwy 22 East

Suite 204 West
Whitehouse Station, NJ 08889

908-823-4049

From New England and Northern New Jersey
Cross the Tappan Zee Bridge and continue West on 
287/87 about 14 miles to 287 South.  Take 287 South to 
Exit 21B and merge onto 78 West (Clinton).  Go to Exit 
24 Whitehouse/Oldwick.  Turn left at the light (towards 
Whitehouse).  Go exactly 2 miles and turn onto U.S. 
Highway 22 West.  Go 1.4 miles, staying in the left lane 
and passing one traffic light (Merck Drive).  Go to the 
second turnaround after that light and head East on U.S. 
Highway 22 for 150 feet.  Turn right into parking lot.  Sign 
reads “One Salem Square”.

From New York City
Lincoln or Holland Tunnel to the New Jersey Turnpike 
South.  Travel only a few miles to Exit 14A-C.  Get 
onto Route 78 West (Clinton) to Exit 24 (Whitehouse/ 
Oldwick).  Turn left at the light (towards Whitehouse).  
Go exactly 2 miles and turn onto U.S. Highway 22 West.  
Go 1.4 miles, staying in the left lane and passing one 
traffic light (Merck Drive).  Go to the second turnaround 
after that light and head East on U.S. Highway 22 for 
150 feet.  Turn right into parking lot.  Sign reads “One 
Salem Square”.

Southern New Jersey and Points South
Take New Jersey Turnpike or Garden State Parkway to 
287 North.  It is about 20  - 22 miles to Route 78 West 
(Exit 21-B).  Go to Exit 24 Whitehouse/Oldwick.  Turn left 
at the light (towards Whitehouse).  Go exactly 2 miles and 
turn onto U.S. Highway 22 West.  Go 1.4 miles, staying 
in the left lane and passing one traffic light (Merck Drive).  
Go to the second turnaround after that light and head 
East on U.S. Highway 22 for 150 feet.  Turn right into 
parking lot.  Sign reads “One Salem Square”.

Philadelphia Area
Take 95 North and cross into New Jersey.  Exit for Route 
31 (about 4 miles into New Jersey). Take 31 North about 
20 miles to Route 78 East.  (There are some traffic circles 
on 31 North – Always stay on 31 North until you hit Route 
78 East). Take exit 18 and merge onto U.S. Highway 22 
East and go 4.1 miles and turn into the parking lot.  Sign 
out front reads “One Salem Square”.

From the West
Take 78 East and cross into New Jersey.  Take Exit 
18 and merge onto U.S. Highway 22 and go 4.1 miles 
and turn into the parking lot.  Sign out front reads “One 
Salem Square”.

HOTEL: 
Mention RSL Auction Block

Marriott Courtyard 
Rate: King: $114

300 Corporate Drive
Lebanon NJ 08833

908.236.8500   ext. 605

Accepting quality 
consignments for 

future sales.
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RSL AUCTIONS: CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. RSL Auctions acts as an agent for the seller. The 
contract for the sale of the property is between 
the seller and the buyer. No statements made 
within this catalog or made by a representative 
of or employee of RSL Auctions shall be deemed 
to be a warranty, representation, or assumption 
of liability with respect to the property’s age, 
condition, size, quality, variety, importance, 
provenance, or historical relevance. All 
property is sold “as is”. 

2. All sales are final. 

3. Buyers are responsible for satisfying 
themselves concerning the condition of the 
property. 

4. The auctioneer will be solely responsible for 
determining the bidding increments. 

5. The auctioneer will be the final judge in 
deciding which bidder has won an item. In 
the event of a dispute, the auctioneer at his 
discretion, shall decide whether to reopen 
bidding or not. 

6. LiveAuctioneer’s Bids: in order to bid through 
LiveAuctioneers, you must first register on 
LiveAuctioneer’s website. RSL Auctions reserves 
the right, in our sole discretion, to refuse your 
registration or participation in the auction or to 
revoke your permission to participate before, 
during or after the sale.

7. Absentee Bids: If you are unable to attend 
the actual sale, RSL Auctions are authorized 
to execute bids on your behalf. Complete an 
Absentee Bid Form and return to RSL Auctions 
BEFORE the absentee bid deadline. We cannot 
accept “Buy” bids. In the event that two identical 
bids are received, the first bid form received by 
RSL Auctions will have preference. 

8. Phone Bids: Phone bids will also be accepted. 
To qualify for a phone line the same procedure 
of authorization required for an absentee bid 
is required. A backup bid in the event a party 
cannot be reached by phone is not required, 
but strongly recommended. There are a limited 
number of phone lines available. In the event 
that there are more requests than lines available, 
preference will go to the highest bidding parties. 
In the event, whether human or technical, that 
a phone call is not made, disconnected or the 
bidder cannot be reached at the number left, the 
backup bid will be executed. RSL Auctions cannot 
guarantee that phone bids will be executed. 

9. Submit all questions regarding upcoming 
auction items at least 48 hours prior to the date 
of auction.  We will make every effort to answer 
all submitted questions in a timely manner.  
However, we cannot guarantee that questions 
submitted within 48 hours of the auction date 
will be answered prior to the auction.  

10. The buyer is required to pay New Jersey sales 
tax 7% unless exemption is allowed under the laws 
regulating such tax. Dealers must present a valid 
tax ID certificate in order to quality for exemption. 

11. Payment may be made by cash, personal 
check or credit card. A 23.5% buyer’s premium 
will be added to all successful bids. A 3.5% 
discount will be applied for payment made 
by cash or personal check making the buyer’s 
premium 20% if paid within 15 days. Discount 
only applied to payment made within this 
time frame. An additional 5% will be added 
to bids made through liveauctioneers.com. RSL 
Auctions reserve the right to hold all merchandise 
paid by check until payment has been cleared by 
the bank. This may take up to one month. 

12. All accounts are to be settled within 15 days 
of the end of the sale. 

13. There will be a $50 charge added to all wire 
transfers.

14. In the event property is not paid for in full, 
RSL Auctions may pursue one or more of the 
following rights or remedies. A) charge interest 
at 2% per month of the unpaid balance. B) 
hold the defaulting buyer liable for the total 
amount due and commence legal proceedings 
for its recovery together with interest, legal fees 
and costs to the fullest extent permitted under 
applicable law. C) cancel the sale D) resell the 
property E) pay the seller the amount up to the 
net proceeds payable in respect to the amount 
bid by the default buyer minus one bid. F) or to 
take such other action as we deem necessary or 
appropriate. 

15. Shipping may be arranged through RSL 
Auctions. A shipping fee of $20 per lot, $80 per 
5 lots or $150 per 10 lots is charged plus the 
incurred postage and insurance. International and 
large items will incur additional costs. Shipped 
items may take up to 45 days to be delivered. 

16. RSL Auctions has the capability to ship to 
international bidders.  By law, RSL Auctions 
cannot, and will not, declare lesser 
values for any international purchases 
and all shipments will include the 
invoice with purchase totals including the 
buyer’s premium and shipping cost. All 
international bidders are responsible for 
knowing their country’s laws on importing 
items and for paying all customs and duties 
on the items.

17. RSL Auctions are not responsible for any 
typographical errors or omissions in this catalog 
or price key. Photographs in this catalog are of 
the actual objects being sold but are not shown 
to scale. 

18. RSL Auctions reserve the right to refuse 
admission, participation in or request the 
departure of any person/persons. 

19. RSL Auctions reserves the right to withdraw 
any property before, during and after the sale 
and shall have no liability whatsoever for such 
withdrawal.

20. In no event will our liability to a purchaser 
exceed the purchase price actually paid. RSL 
Auctions will not be responsible for any errors 
or failures to execute bids placed online or for 
any errors or omissions in connection therewith 
including, without limitation, errors or failures 
caused by (i) a loss of connection to the internet 
or the LiveAuctioneers Online Platform software by 
either RSL Auctions or the client; (ii) a breakdown 
or problem with RSL Auctions or LiveAuctioneers’ 
Online Platform software; or (iii) a breakdown 
or problem with a client’s internet connection, 
mobile network or computer.

21. RSL Auction’s content on LiveAuctioneers’ 
Online Platform (“Web Site” or “Platform”) is 
published and maintained by LiveAuctioneers. 
If you are a registered user of LiveAuctioneers, 
the LiveAuctioneers’ Privacy Policy governs your 
agreement with LiveAuctioneers with respect to 
LiveAuctioneers’ collection, use, storage, and 
disclosure of your personal information. RSL 
Auctions does not control and is not responsible 
for the information and privacy practices of 
LiveAuctioneers on the LiveAuctioneers’ Web site, 
which is operated entirely by LiveAuctioneers. 
You agree that RSL Auctions and its affiliates 
will not be responsible for, and that you release 
RSL Auctions and its affiliates from, any and all 
claims, liabilities, damages, losses and expenses 
related to unauthorized access to or use of, or 
any security breach relating to or affecting, 
LiveAuctioneers collection, use, storage, and 
disclosure of your personal information.

22. If any part of these Conditions of Sale are 
found by any court to be invalid, illegal or 
unenforceable, that part shall be discounted and 
the rest of the conditions shall continue to be 
valid to the fullest extent permitted by law. 

23. By bidding at auction, whether present in 
person or by agent, by written bid, telephone or 
other means, the buyer indicates acceptance of 
these Conditions of Sale. 

24. The rights and obligations with respect to the 
Conditions of Sale shall be governed by the laws 
of the state of New Jersey. 

25. All rights reserved. Entire contents Copyright 
2018. RSL Auctions Copyright includes, but not 
limited to, print, media, microfilm and electronic 
media, such as CD-ROM’s and online computer 
services. 
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AMERICAN TIN LITHOGRAPHED TOYS

Lot 502 
Ham and Sam Minstrel Team

By the Ferdinand Strauss Corporation 
New York, NY - Circa Mid 1920’s

Condition: Pristine and Boxed
Estimate: $500 - $750

Lot 503 
Marx Merry Makers

Made by Louis Marx & Co. 
New York, NY - Early 1930’s

Condition: Pristine and Boxed
Estimate: $1200 - $1500

Lot 500 
Li’l Abner’s Dog Patch Band

By Unique Art Mfg. Company 
Newark, NJ - Circa Late 1940’s
Condition: Pristine with Box

Estimate: $350 - $450

Lot 501 
Howdy Doody Band
By Unique Art Mfg. Company 

Newark, NJ - Late 1940’s
Condition: Near Mint & Boxed

Estimate: $1200 - $1500
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Lot 505 Plantation Dancer
Unknown Manufacturer 
American - Circa 1910

Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $800 - $1200

Lot 506 Two Plantation Dancers
Unknown Manufacturer 
American - Circa 1910

Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $1500 - $2000

Lot 504 Clown and Black Boys
Unknown Manufacturer Possibly German - USA 

Circa Late 1910’s
Condition: Pristine

Estimate: $1500 - $2000

This completely fascinating novelty toy has never been seen before. It appears to represent a collaborative effort between 
German and American toy makers. When the toy is wound, the mighty clown lifts and lowers the boys at his side.

These unusual black-themed jigging toys are later day reinventions of the Brower’s Patent Plantation Dancer (Circa 1880’s). 
They represent some of the earliest use of tin lithography in the American toy industry.
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Lot 507 Lincoln Tunnel Traffic
By Unique Art Mfg. Company 

Newark, NJ - Circa Late 1940’s
Condition: Mint and Boxed

Estimate: $350 - $450

Lot 509 The Big Parade
By Louis Marx & Co. 

New York, NY - Circa 1930’s
Condition: Mint and Boxed

Estimate: $400 - $600

Lot 508 Home Town Stores
 By Louis Marx & Co.

New York, NY - Circa 1940’s
Condition: Mint & Boxed
Estimate: $1000 - $1500

Typically, these charming “slices of town life” turn up one at a time. We have never before seen all 
eight stores together presented in separate boxes that are combined into one large box. 

This presents an extremely exciting opportunity to acquire a very scarce group of Marx Toys.
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Lot 510 Amos and Andy’s 
Fresh Air Taxi Cab

By Louis Marx Company 
New York, NY - Circa 1930
Condition: Excellent Plus 
with Scarce Original Box

Estimate: $400 - $600

Lot 511 Toonerville Trolley
By George Borgfeldt Company 
New York, NY - Circa 1920’s
Condition: Pristine & Boxed

Estimate: $750 - $950

Lot 512 Dick Tracy’s Squad Car #1
Made by Louis Marx Company 

New York, NY - Circa 1950
Condition: Mint & Boxed
Estimate: $350 - $450
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Lot 513 Mechanical Minnie Mouse 
Knitting in her Rocking Chair

Made by Linemar Toys 
Japan - Circa 1950’s

Condition: Near Mint With the Original Box
Estimate: $250 - $350

Lot 514 Donald Duck Tricycle 
Includes a Revolving Bell

Made by Linemar Toys 
Japan - Circa 1950’s

Condition: Mint & Boxed
Estimate: $200 - $300

Lot 515 Popeye Eccentric Airplane
By the Louis Marx Company 
New York, NY - Circa 1940’s

Condition: Near Mint & Boxed
Estimate: $400 - $600

Lot 516 Acrobatic Donald Duck 
Made by Linemar Toys 

Japan - Circa 1950
Condition: Pristine (Faded) 

Includes a Rare Original Box 
with Extraordinary Graphics

Estimate: $400 - $600
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GERMAN LITHOGRAPHED TIN TOYS

Lot 517 Jim the Railway Porter
Made by Stock Toys 

Germany - Circa 1910’s
Condition: Pristine & Boxed

Estimate: $950 - $1250

Lot 518 Gyroscopic Boy on Sled
Made by Hess Toys 

Germany - Circa 1910’s
Condition: Pristine

Estimate: $350 - $450

Lot 519 “Huh - Huh” Fire Truck
By Hans Eberl Toys 

Germany - Circa 1910’s
Condition: Excellent & Boxed

Estimate: $950 - $1250
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Lot 520 Comical Clown Car
Made by Hans Eberl 

Germany - Circa 1920
Condition: Excellent

Estimate: $2500 - $3500

The graphics selected to decorate the sides of this open air touring car are very colorful and full of whimsy.

Lot 521 The Clown Artist
Made by Vielmetter 
Germany - 1890’s

Condition: Pristine Plus and it includes Very Rare Original Box
Estimate: $4000 - $6000

This toy actually draws pictures when the clown is fitted with a small piece of lead and the crank is turned. 
Internally set cams can be alternated at will so the Clown draws different images. 

Very seldom found in such wonderful condition as is this specimen.
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Lot 522 “Flip and Flop” 
The Two Circus Artists

Made by Stock Toys 
Germany - Circa 1910

Condition: Mint & Boxed
Estimate: $2500 - $3500

This magnificent toy depicts a clever canine pushing 
his simian friend in a boardwalk sedan chair. The 

monkey spins the tri-colored parasol as they parade 
around for the audience. This is one of the rarest 

and most difficult Stock Toys to find.

Lot 523 Man with Three Faces
Made by J. Distler Mfg. 
Germany - Circa 1910’s
Condition: Mint & Boxed
Estimate: $4000 - $6000
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Lot 524 Red & Black Limousine
Made by Gebruder Bing 
Germany - Late 1920’s

Condition: Excellent Plus
Estimate: $800 - $1000

Lot 525 Auto Garage with a De Dion Roadster 
and a Two-Tone Enclosed Cabriolet

Made by Gebruder Bing 
Germany - Circa Late 1910’s
Condition: Mint and Boxed
Estimate: $1200 - $1500
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LEHMANN TOYS

Lot 526 “Walking down Broadway” 
Known as the Lehmann Family

 Production Run: 1890-95
Condition: Near Mint with Extremely Rare Original Box

Estimate: $7500 - $9500

Ernst Paul Lehmann immortalized himself and his wife Martha in this  charming tin toy. To set the toy in motion, 
one must carefully draw a toothed rack rapidly across the perforated hub of the activating wheel.  It is rarely found complete 

with the original pocketbook, cane, rack and dog. The box for this toy has been seen only once before at auction.

Lot 527 “Going to the Fair”
 Production Run: 1889-96

Condition: Pristine Plus with Scarce Original Box
Estimate: $5500 - $7500

International fairs became increasingly popular in the Victorian Era. These fairs were often very vast in scale. If walking  became too strenuous 
for female attendees, they could often navigate the extensive exhibition grounds seated in an elegantly appointed riding chair. This novel toy is 
a marvelous re-enactment of the wicker bodied promenade wheel chairs used at the end of the nineteenth century. The passenger’s red fan 

dated 1889, coupled with the  scarce color variant of the blue outlined chair, indicate that this is the very rare early version of the toy.
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ORIENTAL THEMED LEHMANNS

Lot 528 “Nu - Nu” (EPL No. 733) 
Chinaman with Tea Chest

 Production Run: 1924-38
Condition: Pristine with Rare Original Box

Estimate: $2000 - $3000

This is the later model of the toy with spring motor. 
The box for this toy is extremely rare.

Lot 529 “Kadi” (EPL No. 723) 
Called the Busy Coolies

 Production Run: 1917-27
Condition: Pristine Plus 

with Seldom Found Original Box
Estimate: $2500 - $3500

This represents the early gyroscopic version 
of the toy with string pull. This is the first 
time that we have seen red colored EPL 
monogram jackets used for this toy. This 

variation may be unique.
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Lot 530 Masuyama (EPL No. 773) 
Early Version with Slouch Hat

Production Run: 1927-38
Condition: Toy is Near Mint Original Box with Stains

Estimate: $2500 - $3500

This is a fairly complicated toy with multiple moving parts, including a running coolie and a Japanese 
kimono clad woman fanning herself and spinning her parasol. Very exceptional quality.

Lot 531 Mikado Family (EPL No. 350) 
The Japanese Jinrikisha

 Production Run: 1894-1918
Condition: Both Toy & Box are “A+” Mint Condition

Estimate: $4000 - $6000

By the late 19th century, enthusiasm for the exoticism of the Orient reached a new high point. 
In Europe, Japanese influence in artistic and fashion culture culminated in a style rightly called Japonisme. 

Engaging the spinning gyroscopic mechanism causes the Mikado to run with his wife and baby across a level surface.
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Lot 532 “Man Da Rin” (EPL No. 565)
Production Run: 1905-40

Condition: Near Mint with High Quality Original Box
Estimate: $2500 - $3500

This fascinating toy demonstrates visibly different behavioral 
patterns between two classes of Chinese people. The working 

class coolie performs his menial transport job humbly 
and without noticeable complaint.  Contrarily, the wealthy 

aristocratic passenger meanly and obnoxiously pulls on the 
coolie’s braided queue (pigtail) in an effort to get him to run 

even faster. He’s never satisfied.

Lot 533 “Man Da Rin” (EPL No. 565) 
• Rare Blue Tunics and Pants •

Production Run: 1905-40
Condition: Near Mint with a Stunning Quality Original Box

Estimate: $3500 - $4500

This beauty represents the early version of the toy 
where the shafts are on the outside of the sedan chair. 
The wonderful graphics drawn on the box include a 

fire-breathing dragon, a flag-waving Chinaman 
and multiple Chinese lanterns.
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Lot 534 The Boxer Rebellion (EPL No. 530) 
• “Tossing the Heathen Chinee” •

 Production Run: 1900-1910
Condition: Virtually Mint with Colorful Original Box Lid

Estimate: $18,000 - $25,000

The Boxer Rebellion took place in China between 1899 and 1901. The conflict was a violent anti-foreign, anti-colonial and 
anti-Christian uprising that was carried out by a secret society of Chinese insurgents known as the “Boxers”. The occupying 

forces that the Boxers tried to brutally expel from China included Russia, England, Germany and the United States. These allied 
nations are represented by the national colors seen on the headgear of the four men that fling the Boxer into the air. Most 

Lehmann collectors consider this rare toy to be the most significant and important acquisition to complete their collection.
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Lot 535 “Onkel” (EPL No. 345) 
• New Century Cycle •
 Production Run: 1895 - 1938

Condition: Near Mint with Good Original Box
Estimate: $950 - $1250

A brightly colored spinning parasol, coupled with a pleasant looking 
avuncular driver waving his top hat, made the “New Century Cycle”wildly 

popular. In fact, it had a production run that lasted nearly 50 years.

Lot 536 “Baker and Sweep” (EPL No. 450)
 Production Run: 1900-1930

Condition: Near Mint & Complete Box with stains and  creases.
Estimate: $4000 - $5000

Sadly, this toy demonstrates Lehmann’s negative bias in race relations between 
whites and blacks. The baker wears white because he works around flour all 
day. The chimney sweep quite logically wears black because his work day is 
spent amid dust and soot. Lehmann characterized the confrontation between 
white and black as “good doing battle with darkness”. When the baker jumps 

on his tricycle to deliver a cake, the “sweep” jumps on the back to hitch a 
free ride across town. He swats at the baker with his broom, who turns to 

retaliate with his ladle. A very, very sublime example of the toy.

Lot 537 “Onkel with British Flag” 
• Made for the English Market •

 This example dates Circa 1918
Condition: Near Mint with a Terrific Quality Original Box

Estimate: $1250 - $1750

At the close of World War 1, Lehmann introduced a modification to 
their iconic “Onkel” toy. For a short time, one could purchase a flag 
waving patriot instead of the typical top hat waving figure. Very few of 

these toys have ever turned up.
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Lot 538 “Li - La” (EPL No. 520) 
• Lehmann’s Auto Sisters •

 Production Run: 1900-1933
Condition: Near Mint with Super Colorful Original Box

Estimate: $3000 - $4000

Ernst Paul Lehmann drew this design based upon the actual motorized 
hansom cabs that he had seen in the streets of London. The driver sits 
behind the passengers. One lady raps the cab hatch with her umbrella 
and the other flails her arms wildly. The name “Li-La” derives from the 

names of two of Lehmann’s sisters, Lieselotte and Laura. 
Rare and desireable lavender color variation.

Lot 539 “Nanni” (EPL No. 470) 
• The Anxious Bride •

 Production Run: 1901-1935
Condition: Pristine Plus

Estimate: $1500 - $2500

This bizarre looking contraption is basically a motorized tricycle with a ricksha-like attachment. He had seen virtually identical vehicles at the 
Berlin Transport Fair.  Another beloved sister,  whom he had affectionately called Nanni from his earliest youth, provided the name for this toy.

Lot 540 “Zig - Zag” (EPL No. 640)
Production Run: 1910-1940

Condition: Pristine Plus
with Scarce Original Box  
Estimate: $2500 - $3500

This bizarre contraption is essentially a pair of giant motorized 
wheels. When operated, we see two elegantly attired dandies 

trying to navigate the vehicle on the parlor floor. The white man 
controls the steering column and the black man controls the 
brake shift. The toy starts and stops, rolls forward and then 

changes direction. It’s a totally ingenious mechanism.
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Lot 541 “The Performing Sea Lion” 
(EPL Number not Known)

 Product Run: 1899-1935
Condition: Pristine (Lacks Bell) 
Includes Colorful Original Box

Estimate: $550 - $750

With its hand applied whiskers and tinkling bell, this sweet 
squirming sea lion attains the high level of design realism that 

we expect from the Lehmann firm.

Lot 542 “Balky Mule” (EPL No. 425)
Production Run: 1897-1938

Condition: Toy is Mint, Box with Minor Damage
Estimate: $400 - $600

Lehmann’s beloved Balky Mule is one of the most comical 
toys he patented. And with its staggering forty-one year 
production run, it became the most successful creation 

that he ever took to market.

Lot 543 “Paak - Paak” (EPL No. 645)
 Production Run: 1910-1935

Condition: Mint & Bright with Outstanding Original Box
Estimate: $1200 - $1500

A mother pulls her ducklings behind her in a woven 
basket. There is absolutely no precedent for this odd 
amusing image, but it sure makes for an adorable toy.
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Lot 544 “Africa” (EPL No. 170) 
Early Ostrich Mail Cart

 Production Run: 1895-1917
Condition: Near Mint - Includes an Original Box 

with Vertical Graphics
Estimate: $1500 - $2000

Lot 545 Rooster and Rabbit (EPL No. 370) 
Box identifies as Chanticleer Cart

Production Run: 1898-1917
Condition: Toy is Near Mint 

Original Box with Minor Stains
Estimate: $2500 - $3500

This toy is far more rare than the “Duo”, Lehmann’s later version of 
the rooster and rabbit theme. To the best of our knowledge, there is 

no other known example of this box at this time.

Lot 546 “Zulu” (EPL No. 721) 
Later Period Ostrich Mail Cart

 Production Run: 1918-1938
Condition: Mint & Bright with an 

Original Box with Horizontal Graphics
Estimate: $2000 - $3000

For their later re-design of this toy, Lehmann made a taller box 
for the letter drop and they created lithographed feathers for the 
ostrich. Additionally, they replaced the flywheel with a key-wind 

spring mechanism.
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Lot 547 Paddy’s Dancing Pig (EPL No. 500)
Production Run: 1903-1935

Condition: The toy is Near Mint and
Original Box is very Superior Quality 

Estimate: $1500 - $2500

The erratic “to and fro” movement of both the pig and the Irishman 
suggest that they have been drinking heavily. This novel toy was an 
immediate success. Company records show that 15,000 “Dancing 

Pigs” were made in the year 1910 alone.

Lot 548 “Ikarus” (EPL No. 653) 
Production Run: 1913-1933

Condition: Toy and Box are Near Mint. 
Retains Instruction Sheet for Assembly.

Estimate: $5500 - $7500

In 1913, Lehmann witnessed the first airmail flights 
made in Germany. They were carried out in a monoplane 
designed by Hans Grade and piloted by Hermann Pentz. 

Lehmann himself engineered the mechanics of this 
brilliant toy. He built it to the exact design specifications 
of a scale model. The box for the Ikarus toy is very rare.

Lot 549 “Bucking Bronco” (EPL No. 625) 
Toy also known as “Wild West”

Production Run: 1909-1940
Condition: The toy is Mint & Bright

Original colorful box is also Choice. 
Estimate: $2500 - $3500

The Bucking Bronco is meant as an image of Buffalo Bill Cody. 
He toured Europe numerous times with his big circus 

and it’s impression of life in the American West. 
A sensational specimen.
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Lot 550 “Mixtum” (EPL No. 775) 
Production Run: 1927-1941

Condition: Absolutely Mint with Very Rare Original Box
Estimate: $2500 - $3500

Wobbly Peter (Lehmann’s name for the driver) drives a 
veritable “scrap heap” composed of all sorts of odd stray 
parts that include an absurdly large signal horn and an 

equally inane tiny lantern. This colorful old car looks a lot 
more like a bumper car from the amusement park than an 
actual period limousine. It rocks from side to side, causing 
Peter to rise out of his seat when he takes a turn. Strange 
hypnotic graphics on the wheels add to the psychedelic 

effects of the toy. Magnificent Quality!!!

Very little is known about this accordion player (LO) and his tap-dancing buddy (LI). However, buskers and their public performances were certainly 
prevalent in the streets of most European cities at this time. The graphics on the four sides of the mechanism housing are among the very best that the 

Lehmann Company ever created. This represents one of the rarest tin novelty toys to ever cross the auction block.

Lot 551 “LO & LI” (EPL No. 769)
 Production Run: 1924-1938
Condition: Pristine & Bright 

This Colorful Box is Super Rare
Estimate: $7500 - $9500
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Lot 552 “Ajax” (EPL # 659) 
The Tumbling Acrobat

 Production Run: 1914-1941
Condition: Pristine (Costume Faded) 
Includes Rare Original Box for Toy

Estimate: $2500 - $3500

This novelty toy utilizes a very complex mechanism to achieve 
the desired tumbling effect for the acrobat. The patent 

originated in the United States and was acquired from the 
patent applicant. The mechanism allows for a figure to turn 
handsprings practically in place. Ajax wears a mighty Greek 

soldier’s helmet upon his head and wields a pair of simulated 
wooden Indian clubs in his hands. These clubs along with the 
boards attached to his slippers help to stabilize his otherwise 

wild movements. Very, very rare box for this toy.

Lot 553 “Heavy Swell” (EPL # 525)
Production Run: 1914-1918

Condition: Toy is Virtually Mint Includes the Scarce Original Box
Estimate: $4000 - $6000

Little is known about the background of the “Heavy Swell”. When wound up, we can see him amble down the street. His girth and gargantuan 
physique cause him to waddle from side-to-side, as if he needs hip replacement surgery. He is dressed in a massive floor-length hounds tooth coat. 

He carries a cane in his right hand and fiddles with a key in his left hand. He certainly looks like a man to be reckoned with. 
This represents an exceptional example of the toy. The box for this toy is extremely rare.
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Lot 554 Doll in Swing 
(EPL # is Unknown)
Production Run: 1894-1899

Condition: Pristine Plus and toy
retains the original bisque doll. 

Estimate: $3500 - $4500

This pretty little toy represents extremely early 
production for the Lehmann Company. They only 

produced it for a few short years, making it difficult 
for collectors of Lehmann Toys to find and acquire a 

superlative specimen like this one.

Lot 555 “Miss Blondin” the Celebrated Tightrope Artist 
(EPL # is not Known) 

Production Run: 1889-1895
Condition: Near Mint with Very Scarce Original Box

Estimate: $7500 - $9500

In 1888, after a short break, Lehmann returned to toy-making. He bought an existing English patent for a mechanism that could “generate a stepwise 
motion on an inclined string”. He fashioned his tightrope walker as a female ballerina. He defiantly named her “Miss Blondin” after a renowned 

circus act of the period. However, the real Blondin was actually a Frenchman and not a lady. Perhaps this is how he was able to circumvent 
any legal repercussions. In any case, very few specimens of the “Miss Blondin” balancing toy have survived. 

This is a rare opportunity to acquire one of the rarest Lehmann toys in terrific condition.
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Lot 556 EPL-1 Zeppelin (EPL # 651)
 Production Run: 1910-1925
Condition: Pristine & Boxed

Estimate: $950 - $1250

The maiden ascent of Count Zeppelin’s newly invented dirigible balloon took place in the summer of 1900. From 
the outset, Ernst Paul Lehmann was gripped by the sleek elegance of their giant cigar-shaped frames. Lehmann 

met Count Zeppelin and the two became good friends. In fact, when monies were needed to finance several 
important airship projects, as a matter of national pride, Lehmann promptly donated a very large sum.

Lot 557 “Dancing Sailor” (EPL # 555)
Production Run: 1904-1948
Condition: Excellent with Box

Estimate: $950 - $1250

As a prominent member of the German Naval Association, Lehmann 
took a special delight in developing his Dancing Sailor. Wind him 

up and he swivels his hips all about the floor. He can even be 
placed upside down on his head and he will do a sort of spinning 

breakdance for you.

Lot 558 “Captain of Kopenick” (EPL # 580) 
Production Run: 1907-1918

Condition: Near Mint & Bright 
Includes incredibly Rare Box

Estimate: $4000 - $6000

This toy depicts cobbler Wilhelm Voigt as a Captain in the German Army. 
One big problem however, he wasn’t even in the army. He impersonated 
a high ranking German officer in 1906 and made off with the municipal 

treasury of the Berlin suburb of Kopenick under military supervision. This toy 
parodies not only the glaring example of Voigt’s audacious greed, but also the 

total ineptitude of German military and accounting personnel.
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Lot 559 Primus (EPL # 670) 
The Roller Skater

 Production Run: 1913-1940
Condition: Pristine & Bright 

This Colorful Toy is Super Rare
Estimate: $6000 - $8000

In the early twentieth century, roller skating 
became one of America’s great exports to 
urban centers around the world. Berlin 

was certainly no exception and Lehmann 
was keen to design a figure that reflected 
the intense interest in this new sport. In 

many ways, Primus the roller skater is one 
of Lehmann’s most fascinating toys. Like a 

science experiment, straightforward motion 
is created by the repeated spreading and 

closing of the figure’s legs. This is a sublime 
specimen of this  rare toy.

Lot 560 “SKIROLF” (EPL # 781) The Alpine Skier
Production Run: 1931-1941

Condition: Mint & Bright Includes Very Rare Box
Estimate: $7500 - $9500

Skirolf is one of Lehmann’s most engaging athletic toys. For this toy, the spring drive is operated through the movement of the arms. 
The arms jerk up and then drop down, allowing the ski poles to push the figure forward. This is a rare toy, largely because it was 

expensive and had a relatively short production run. It goes without saying that this box is extremely rare.
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Lot 561 “TAP - TAP” (EPL # 560) 
Gardener with Wheelbarrow

 Production Run: 1907-1945
Condition: Mint & Bright and Includes Very Scarce Box

Estimate: $1250 - $1750

The gardener pushes his wheelbarrow with a realistic walking motion found in the 
figure’s legs. This offering includes the original spade.

Lot 562 “ADAM” (EPL # 689) 
Railway Station Porter

 Production Run: 1914-1941
Condition: Mint & Bright Original Box is Very Fine

Estimate: $2500 - $3500

“Adam” is arguably one of Lehmann’s most entrancing windup novelties. It evokes 
a truly nostalgic sense of glamorous transcontinental travel by rail. Additionally, it 
is attractively colored. The porter’s tunic is a rich luminous blue. His trousers are 

white and checkered with the  EPL monogram in red. He pushes a hinged trunk that 
looks much like a piece of Louis Vuitton luggage. Outstanding condition.

Lot 563 “Gustav” (EPL # 230) 
The Industrious Miller

 Production Run: 1890-1945
Condition: Mint & Complete 
Includes Mint Original Box
Estimate: $1000 - $1500

This busy miller is seen climbing up and down the pole at 
breakneck pace. It is Lehmann’s tallest toy and it was wildly 

popular with children across many generations.
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Lot 566 “Deutsche Reichspost” (EPL # 786) 
Rare Postal Truck with Nazi Insignia

 Production Run: 1927-1941
Condition: Toy & Box are MINT

Estimate: $7500 - $9500

This is an extremely rare variation of the 
Lehmann’s Postal Truck which includes the insignia 

of the Third Reich on the van’s paneled sides. 
The image of the toy on box also demonstrates 

this change from the original design.

Lot 564 “AHA” (EPL # 550) 
Electric Powered Lorry

 Production Run: 1907-1935
Condition: Positively MINT With a Mint Original Box

Estimate: $1250 - $1750

Ernst Paul Lehmann was ceaselessly impressed by the many 
different types of electrically powered vehicles he saw every day 
in the street. This wonderfully chunky delivery van, with opening 

rear doors, was sold with or without a driver.

Lot 565 “IHI” (EPL # 595) 
Meat & Grocery Van
 Production Run: 1907-1935

Condition: Near Mint
Estimate: $2000 - $3000

IHI represents an extremely rare delivery truck for meats, dairy products 
and other groceries. Lovely cloth curtains can be raised and lowered.
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Lot 567 “Naughty Boy” (EPL # 495)
Production Run: 1904-1935

Condition: Toy & Box are Mint 
Graphics on Box are Terrific

Estimate: $2000 - $3000

This early form of automotive coach is known as a “vis-a-vis” 
because the driver and the passenger sit face to face. A “naughty 

boy” has grabbed the steering tiller from his dad’s hand, apparently 
causing the vehicle to swerve erratically. Amazing quality!

Lot 568 “EHE & Co.” (EPL # 570) 
Flatbed Delivery Dray

Production Run: 1907-1935
Condition: Absolutely Mint 

Extremely Rare Original Box
Estimate: $2000 - $3000

This early commercial transport vehicle by the Lehmann 
Company is particularly colorful. The original box for 

this toy is very scarce and desirable.

Lot 569 “AUTIN” (EPL # 749) 
American Boy Pedal Car

Production Run: 1914-1935
Condition: Toy & Box Mint
Estimate: $1000 - $1500

As the little wooden crate progresses down the street, the boy’s legs go up 
and down to emulate the peddling action. Box for this toy is rare.

Lot 570 “MOTOR CAR” (EPL # 420)
Production Run: 1897-1935
Condition: Toy & Box Mint
Estimate: $1000 - $1500

This splendid plaything is meant as a miniature copy of the electric 
powered motorized coaches children saw on their city streets. On 

setting the front wheels in position, the car will either drive forward or 
in a right-hand or left-hand circle.
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Lot 571 “UHU” (EPL # 555)
Production Run: 1907-1935

Condition: Near Mint and Includes Extremely Rare Polychrome Box.
Estimate: $5000 - $7000

Abundantly colorful and dynamically mobile, Lehmann’s imaginary amphibious race-car “UHU” was a smashing success from the moment it entered the 
toy market. Lehmann based his design on a curious rocket-shaped electric car named the “Jamais Contente”. In the spring of 1899, this remarkable car 
had been the first to drive more than 100 kmph. Please note Lehmann’s clever inclusion of fins for the tires. Presumably, this would have aided  the car’s 

imagined movement in water. However, the toy doesn’t float and was intended for floor use only.

Lot 572 “HALLOH” (EPL # 683)
Production Run: 1914-1941

Condition: Near Mint and Includes Incredibly 
Rare & Desirable Box

Estimate: $6000 - $8000

Lehmann’s innovative groundbreaking 
achievement in toy manufacturing often made 
a wonderment such as “Halloh” possible. The 

effect of a toy bicycle moving by itself on just two 
wheels was realized by the ingenious coupling 
of a spinning gyroscope housed with the coil 

spring in the frame of the toy. This is a positively 
dazzling specimen of Halloh and represents a 
fantastic addition to any vintage toy collection.
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Lot 573 “ITO” (EPL # 679) 
Red Limousine

Production Run: 1914-1925
Condition: Excellent Plus 

with Rarely Found  Original Box
Estimate: $1500 - $2500

This is the earliest version of the toy with spoke 
wheels and only one door lithographed on the sides.

Lot 574 “OH - MY” ( EPL # 690) 
Alabama’s Coon Jigger

Production Run: 1912-1933
Condition: Pristine & Boxed

Estimate: $800 - $1200

Over the years, this tap dancing dandy dressed in his finest 
clothes has become one of Lehmann’s most iconic and 

legendary toys. From its inception, a huge volume of these 
toys needed to be made because of its popularity among 

children. Literally tens of thousands were created during its 
production run. As a result, it is not a rare toy by any means; 

however, this is a very nice example.

Lot 575 
Auto-Hutte (EPL # 772) 
“GALOP” (EPL # 760) 
“SEDAN” (EPL # 765)

Production Run: 1934-1940
Condition: Mint and Boxed
Estimate: $1000 - $1500

The Lehmann Company produced 
a two car garage that was sold in 

conjunction with their “Sedan” and 
“Galop” automotive models. This 

clever scheme allowed them to sell 
three of their toys at once.
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Lot 576 “Tut-Tut” (EPL # 490)
Production Run: 1903-1935

Condition: Pristine with Colorful Original Box
Estimate: $1500 - $2500

Collectors regard the “Tut-Tut” as one of Lehmann’s 
most iconic creations. It presents us with a 

wonderful image that  captures what it must have 
felt like as a motorist in the early days of automobile 
travel. As the streets began to bustle with automotive 

traffic, legislation was enacted in Germany that 
required all motorists to carry an audible horn in 
their car. The Tut-Tut is a fascinating  illustration 
of the enforcement of these laws. Foolishly, the 
motorist wears all white. This makes little sense 
since the reality of driving in an open air car was 

always a very dusty experience.

Lot 577 “Vineta” (EPL # 656)
Production Run: 1913-1935
Condition: Pristine with Box

Estimate: $1500 - $2000

Most people wrongly think of a monorail as an elevated rail 
system where the train is suspended from the track. In actuality, 
a monorail is any train system that runs on a single track. The 

Lehmann “Vineta” depicts a monorail that runs upright on 
the ground. The toy is fitted with a gyroscope stabilizer which 

allows it to run forward for quite a distance.

Lot 578 “Autobus” (EPL # 590)
Production Run: 1907-1945

Condition: Pristine and Includes the Scarce Box
Estimate: $1500 - $2500

In Germany, the Daimler Company used the chassis 
of the horse drawn omnibus as a prototype for its 

development of the double-decker bus. Even though 
Lehmann had a personal aversion to benzine powered 
carriages, he had an unerring sense for choosing to 
make toys that were commercially viable. He hit a 

grand slam home run with this toy.
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Lot 582 Whew! It crawls!
Unknown Manufacturer 
Germany - Circa 1900’s

Condition: Pristine & Boxed
Estimate: $550 - $750

Lehmann always tried to protect his toys with multiple patents.  However this 
appears to be a very rare early copy of his crawling beetle with flapping wings.

Lot 583 Crawling Beetle (EPL # 431)
Production Run: 1898-1935
Condition: Pristine & Boxed

Estimate: $400 - $600

This giant flapping winged beetle is one of the most entrancing 
toys that Lehmann ever manufactured. It is an extremely fragile 

toy. Very few of these haunting novelties have survived intact.

Lot 579 Spiral Sailor (EPL # 440)
Production Run: 1898-1914

Condition: Pristine
Estimate: $1250 - $1750

This super rare spiral toy forms part of Lehmann’s line of 
non-mechanical toys. Gravity causes the small flag waving 

sailor to spin down the stick when the wand is held 
vertically. This was probably sold to the American market 

after our naval engagement with the Spanish in 1898.

Lot 580 “HOP HOP” (EPL # 676) 
Two Piece Jumping Top

Condition: Mint & Boxed
Estimate: $400 - $500

This colorful top was sold complete with an easy 
winding device and a coiled spring that causes the 
top to hop around the floor like a jumping bean.

Lot 581 “INDU” (EPL # 824)
Production Run: 1937-1941

Condition: Pristine
Estimate: $400 - $600

The small circular “Indu” performs an optical illusion 
that is truly astonishing. One man raises his sword 
to chop off the head of another man. But the sword 
magically passes through the fakir’s neck without 

harming it. Impossible to detect the optical trickery.
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Lot 587 Hobo Articulated Doll
Made by Bucherer Doll Company 

Amriswil, Switzerland - Circa 1920
Condition: Very Fine  

(Fingers on Left Hand Damaged)
Estimate: $300 - $400

Lot 588 Mutt and Jeff 
Articulated Metal Dolls
Made by Bucherer Doll Company 

Amriswil, Switzerland - Circa 1920’s
Condition: Mint (Mutt with Box) 

Provenance: Donal Markey
Estimate: $1500 - $2500

These dolls were marketed under the name 
“SABA” dolls.  This is an acronym 

for Spielwarenfabric August 
Bucherer Amriswil.

Lot 589 Rare Charlie Chaplin 
Articulated Doll

Made by Bucherer Doll Company 
Amriswil, Switzerland - Circa 1920’s

Condition Pristine Plus
Estimate: $600 - $800

Lot 590 Barney Google and Spark Plug
By the Schoenhut Toy Company 
Philadelphia, Pa. - Circa 1920’s

Condition: Pristine
Estimate: $750 - $950

Barney rides his faithful mule as a daredevil.

Lot 591 Three Circus Figures
By the Schoenhut Toy Company 
Philadelphia, Pa. - Circa 1910’s

Condition: Pristine
Estimate: $750 - $950

This lot includes two Ring Leaders and a Female Acrobatic Trapeze artist.

ARTICULATED FIGURES
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Lot 584 One Horse Mechanical Gig
Made by George Brown 

Forestville, Ct. - Circa 1875
Condition: Excellent Plus
Estimate: $2500 - $3500

EARLY AMERICAN TOYS

Lot 585 “Ringing The Supper Bell”
Probably by Ives, Blakeslee 
Bridgeport, Ct. - Circa 1880

Condition: Pristine
Estimate: $2500 - $3500

Lot 586 Two Horse Mechanical Gig
Made by George Brown 

Forestville, Ct. - Circa 1875
Condition: Pristine & Boxed

Estimate: $5000 - $7000
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Lot 592 Large Two Horse Mechanical Gig
By the George Brown Company 

Forestville, Ct. - Circa 1875
Condition: Pristine

Estimate: $8000 - $10,000

This rare and magnificent racing gig was originally in the collection of renowned pioneer collector Louis Hertz. 
The toy’s exposed mechanism gives it an open and airy quality which fits the actual design of such a vehicle.

Lot 593 Hansom Cab - Strand London
Made by the Merriam Mfg. Company

Durham, Ct. - Circa 1880’s - 14” Long
Provenance: Bill Bertoia

Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $8000 - $10,000

The Strand represents a major thoroughfare in the city of Westminster, Central London. It runs from Trafalgar Square eastwards to Temple Bar. 
We have seen this highly unusual hansom cab form only once before, as a non-clockwork toy.
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Lot 594 French Zouave Infantryman 
Very Rare Autoperipatetikos

Made by Martin & Runyon 
New York, NY - Circa 1860’s
Condition Near Mint & Boxed

Estimate: $3000 - $4000

The Zouaves were a class of light infantry regiments and 
are among the most decorated of the French Army.

Lot 595 China Head Queen Victoria 
Scarce Autoperipatetikos Doll

Made by Martin & Runyon 
New York, NY - Circa 1860’s

Condition: Excellent Plus
Estimate: $1250 - $1750

European and American audiences alike were enthralled by news of the 
British Monarchy from the earliest days of Victoria’s reign onwards. 

This is a scarce toy image of her.

Lot 596 Goodwin Patent Walking Doll
Made by Stevens and Brown 

Connecticut - Circa Mid 1870’s
Condition: Excellent and Bright

Estimate: $1500 - $2500

This represents the earlier version of the toy made with a wooden perambulator instead of a tin one.
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Lot 597 Military Ten Pins
Ives, Blakeslee & Company 
Bridgeport, Ct. - Circa 1885

Condition: Excellent Plus with Very Rare Original Wood Box 
(Some Hat Brims Chipped)

Estimate: $2500 - $3500

This handsome set of military officers is incredibly scarce in 
the ten inch scaled deluxe format. A similar set is illustrated 

in Inez McClintock’s book on the Barenholtz collection.

Lot 598 Deluxe Cuzner Trotter
Ives, Blakeslee  & Company 
Bridgeport, Ct. - Circa 1880

Condition: Pristine Plus (Guide Wires Re-attached)
Estimate: $4000 - $6000

Cuzner’s patent for this beautiful American tin clockwork toy included a horse with articulated cantering legs and a realistic whipping motion for the driver’s 
right arm. All-in-all, an extraordinary feat of toy engineering.  This is a truly exquisite specimen of this rare toy.
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Lot 599 Blonde Boy Tricycle Rider 
Wearing Patriotic Costume

Made by Stevens and Brown 
Connecticut - Circa 1876
Condition: Excellent Plus 

(Minor Paint Restoration}
Estimate: $1500 - $2500

Lot 600 African-American Tricycle Rider 
Very Rare Variation
Made by Stevens and Brown 

Connecticut - Circa 1880
Condition: Pristine

Estimate: $2500 - $3500
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Lot 601 Young Prince 
Riding an Ornate Tricycle

Made by the Jules Faivre Company 
French - Circa 1890
Condition: Pristine 

(One Spoke Restored)
Estimate: $4000 - $5000

This toy is totally exquisite in every last detail. The vivid yellow lead wheels are decorated with glorious accents of red dots, squiggles 
and pin-striping.  The figure is richly dressed  in silk, velvet, brocade and lace. There’s even a feather in his princely cap.

Lot 602 The Double Gallopers
By Ives, Blakeslee & Company 
Bridgeport, Ct. - Circa 1880

Condition: Excellent Plus
Estimate: $4500 - $5500

When wound up, this toy will run across the floor while the horses gallop.
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KOBE NOVELTY TOYS
Kobe toys are hand-carved wooden mechanical novelties. Though small and intimate in scale, they often deploy a surprising 
amount of masterful engineering to achieve their amusing effects. The origin of these toys began shortly after the Kobe Port 

was opened to the west for trade. They were made exclusively for the tourist trade and were never locally marketed 
to the Japanese. These few offerings are very indicative of the Kobe Toy Industry.

Lot 603 Drum Beater Type 
and Watermelon Eater

 Japanese - Circa 1920’s
Condition: Excellent Plus

Estimate: $300 - $400

Lot 604 Man with Horn & Lute
Japanese - Circa 1930’s

Condition: Near Mint 
(Very Minor Damage)
Estimate: $250 - $350

Lot 605 Xylophone Player 
and an Apple Seller

 Japanese - Circa 1920’s
Condition: Excellent Plus

Estimate: $300 - $400

Lot 606 Man Wearing Top Hat 
Open Mouth for Pencil

 Japanese - Circa 1920’s
Condition: Excellent Plus

Estimate: $250 - $350

Lot 607 Small Man with Top Hat
 Japanese - Circa 1920’s

Condition: Very Good 
(Damage to Left Hand)
Estimate: $200 - $300

Lot 608 Man Wearing Top Hat 
with Carved Legs & Long Tongue

 Japanese - Circa 1920’s
Condition: Pristine Plus
Estimate: $400 - $500

Lot 609 Multiple Movement 
Character with Surprise 

Coolie Emerging
 Japanese - Circa Late 1910’s

Condition: Excellent Plus
Estimate: $350 - $450

Lot 610 Classic Sake Drinker
 Japanese - Circa 1940

Condition: Mint & Boxed
Estimate: $350 - $450

It is completely unprecedented to find a 
Kobe Toy presented with its original box.

Lot 611 Multiple Movement 
Character with Surprise 

Coolie Emerging
 Japanese - Circa 1920’s
Condition: Excellent Plus

Estimate: $350 - $450

These amusing figures have removable hats with gambling dice contained inside. Additionally, their eyes bulge out 
when the toy is leaned forward. Carvers in Kobe had no direct exposure to  images of American blacks, and yet, 

they portray them as elegantly dressed Uncle Tom characters who are servile to their master.
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SCHUCO TOYS

Lot 612 
Bar Mitzvah Boy 

Dancing with his Sister
Made by Schuco Toys 

Germany - Circa 1930’s
Condition: Excellent

Estimate: $300 - $400

Lot 613 
Tyrollean Mother & Baby

Made by Schuco Toys 
Germany - Circa 1930’s

Condition: Pristine
Estimate: $200 - $300

Lot 614 
Fascist Soldier 

Dancing with Josephine Baker
Made By Schuco Toys 
Germany - Late 1930’s

Condition: Pristine
Estimate: $300 - $400

Lot 615 
Dancing Aryan Youths

Made by Schuco Toys 
Germany - Circa 1930’s

Condition: Pristine
Estimate: $200 - $300

Lot 616 
Jitterbugging Mice

Made by Schuco Toys 
Germany - Circa 1940’s

Condition: Pristine with Box
Estimate: $300 - $400

Lot 617 
Dancing Bavarian Kids

Made by Schuco Toys 
Germany - Circa 1930’s

Condition: Near Mint
Estimate: $200 - $300
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Lot 618 
Elegant Mister Bunny

Made by Schuco Toys 
Germany - Late 1930’s

Condition: Excellent Plus
Estimate: $250 - $350

Lot 619 
Teddy Bear on Scooter

Made by Schuco Toys 
Germany - Mid 1930’s
Condition: Near Mint
Estimate: $600 - $800

Lot 620 
Traveling Pig with Suitcase

Made by Schuco Toys 
Germany - Circa Late 1940’s

Condition: Mint with Box
Estimate: $400 - $600

Lot 621 
Colorful Juggling Clown

Made by Schuco Toys 
Germany - Circa 1950’s
Condition: Pristine Plus
Estimate: $250 - $350

Lot 622 
Quacking Donald Duck

Made by Schuco Toys 
Germany - Late 1930’s

Condition: Pristine & Boxed
Estimate: $750 - $950

Lot 623 
Charlie Chaplin with Cane

Made by Schuco Toys 
Germany - Late 1920’s
Condition: Excellent

Estimate: $400 - $600
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This trio of heavenly musicians is extraordinarily rare. 
To our knowledge, this is the first time they have ever been offered for sale together.

Lot 624 Angel Violinist
Made by Schuco Toys 
Germany - Circa 1930
Condition: Excellent

Estimate: $550 - $750

Lot 625 Angel Horn Blower
Made by Schuco Toys 
Germany - Circa 1930
Condition: Excellent

Estimate: $550 - $750

Lot 626 Angel Drummer
Made by Schuco Toys 
Germany - Circa 1930
Condition: Excellent

Estimate: $550 - $750

Lot 627 Bearded Friar 
with Keys

Made by Schuco Toys 
Germany - Circa 1930’s

Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $250 - $350

Lot 628 Santa Claus
with Candle and Tree

Made by Schuco Toys 
Germany - Circa 1930’s

Condition: Pristine
Estimate: $600 - $800

Lot 629 Three Little Pig Musicians 
Flautist • Drummer • Violinist

Made by Schuco Toys 
Germany - Circa 1940

Condition: All are Near Mint
One with Original Copyright Tag

Estimate: $1250 - $1500
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GERMAN PAINTED NOVELTY TOYS

Lot 630 Tango Dancers
By Sigmund Gunthermann 

Germany - Circa 1910
Condition: Pristine & Boxed

Estimate: $1500 - $2000

Give the toy a good wind and 
watch the couple tango their way 

around the floor.

Lot 631 Black Accordion Player 
on Barrel

By Sigmund Gunthermann 
Germany - Circa 1910’s

Condition: Near Mint & Bright
Estimate: $2000 - $3000

The extremely superior quality of this toy is virtually 
unparalleled. Even the paper accordion that the 

musician holds is intact.

Lot 632 Chinese Banjo Player 
Sitting on Tree Stump
Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 

Germany - Circa 1890’s
Condition: Mint and Boxed
Estimate: $2500 - $3500

The figure for this whimsical toy strums the 
banjo, moves his eyes from side to side and sticks 

his tongue out at you. An unrecognizable tune 
emanates from the mechanism contained in the 

tree stump. We have never seen another example 
and the quality is unparalleled.

Lot 633 Seated Clown Clarinetist 
Spinning on his Stool
Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 

Germany - Circa 1910’s
Condition: Pristine Plus

Estimate: $1500 - $2000

For this toy, Gunthermann used a very 
sophisticated mechanism that causes the clown 
to spin around and remain seated in his chair. 

FASCINATING!!!!
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Lot 634 Cat Rushes his Mouse Home in the Baby Stroller
Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 

Germany - Circa Late 1910’s
Condition: Excellent Plus
Estimate: $2250 - $2750

This well dressed kitty is seen running home with his 
unsuspecting mouse dinner in tow.

Lot 635 Ambling Peasant Woman
Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 

Germany - Circa 1910
Condition: Pristine

Estimate: $800 - $1200

This image of an old, spectacled lady hobbling around 
town was wildly popular with children.

Lot 636 Dapper Doggie Violinist
Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 

Germany - Circa Early 1900’s
Condition: Pristine & Luminous 

(Minor Paint Enhancement)
Estimate: $1500 - $2500

Lot 637 Mama Piggy Gone for a 
Walk with her Baby Boy

Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 
Germany - Circa Early 1900’s
Condition: Pristine and Boxed 
(Ear Tips Slightly Restored)

Estimate: $3000 - $4000

This is one of the most fascinating and silly, painted 
novelty toys that we have ever had the chance to 

bring to auction.

Lot 638 Jazzy Drumming Cat
Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 

Germany - Circa Early 1900’s
Condition: Near Mint & Crisp 
(Minor Paint Enhancement)

Estimate: $1500 - $2500
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Lot 640 Boy Riding on his Brother’s Back 
Rare Painted Novelty Toy

Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 
Germany - Circa Late 1890’s

Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $1500 - $2000

Lot 641 Magician Stretching an 
Oddly Shaped Small Clown

Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 
Germany - Circa 1900’s

Condition: Excellent Plus
Estimate: $2500 - $3500

Lot 642 Clowns Playing Ball on a Steeply Rocking Base
Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 

Germany - Circa 1910’s
Condition: Pristine & Boxed

Estimate: $2000 - $3000

Lot 639 Clown Parading with Elephant 
That Somersaults in a Hoop

Made by Tipp & Company 
Germany - Circa Early 1920’s

Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $950 - $1250
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Lot 643 Magician Performing Magic: Clown’s Head Emerges
Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 

Germany - Circa Late 1890’s
Condition: Pristine & Boxed

Estimate: $4000 - $5000

This wonderful painted novelty toy is one of Gunthermann’s most impressive. 
The magician taps the giant die on his table and suddenly a clown’s seemingly disembodied head appears.

Lot 644 Woman with a Muff
Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 

Germany - Circa Late 1890’s
Condition: Pristine Plus 

(Paint Beautifully Restored)
Estimate: $2000 - $3000

Lot 645 The Fan Dancer 
with Rare & Unusual Box

Made By Sigmund Gunthermann 
Germany - Circa Late 1890’s

Condition: Near Mint
Estimate: $3500 - $4500
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Lot 647 The Street Musicians Super Rare & Important
Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 

Germany - Circa Late 1890’s
Condition: Excellent

Estimate: $4000 - $6000

To our knowledge, this is the first time this rare and exceptional painted novelty toy has ever turned up for sale at auction.

Lot 646 Sailor Boy Playing Cymbals 
Highly Unusual Novelty Toy

Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 
Germany - Circa Early 1900’s

Condition: Pristine Plus
Estimate: $2500 - $3500
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Lot 648 Mother Pushing Her Children in the Pram
Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 

Germany - Circa Late 1890’s
Condition: Pristine Plus

Estimate: $6000 - $8000

This represents one of the most beautiful and significant painted novelty toys to ever cross the auction block. 
The mother’s dress seems to bounce and flounce as she pushes her sons through the park in an ornate perambulator. 

The boys are dressed in vivid jockey costumes and don caps with comically elongated visors. 
At this time, there are no other known specimens of this great toy.
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Lot 649 “The Maypole Dancers” Two Boys and a Girl
Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 
Germany - Circa 1900 - 13” Tall

Condition: Excellent Plus
Estimate: $7000 - $9000

Dancing around the maypole is an old folk tradition that has been performed in Germany since the early Middle Ages. It has typically been 
performed on May Day (May 1st). The symbolic significance of this ritual has never been fully interpreted and understood. Some theorists have 
suggested that it deals with the Germanic Pagan reverence for sacred trees, while others conjecture that it deals with a notion of the world’s axis, 
and yet others say its about fertility and good crops. Regardless, this splendid toy is one of the finest and most significant hand-painted German 

toys in existence. It constitutes a rare chance to add a genuine museum piece to your collection.
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Lot 650 Fantasy Carnival Ride with Canoes and Whale-Shaped Gondolas
Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 

Germany - Circa Early 1900’s - 13” Tall
Condition: Pristine Plus and Bright (Passenger lacking from one canoe)

Estimate: $9500 - $12,000

This magnificent toy presents us with a type of fantasy surrealism that is rarely found in German toy production.  An enormous clown appears 
to support and spin a network of crisscrossing wires that make up the mechanics of this bizarre carnival ride. Whale-shaped gondolas with 

passengers visible through tiny windows, along with canoes and passengers, are suspended from the superstructure. The very existence of this 
large fragile toy is nothing short of AMAZING!!! How it has survived for more than a century seems truly miraculous.
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Lot 652 Clarinetist and Bassoonist 
Rare German Novelty Toy

Probably made by Gunthermann 
Germany - Circa Early 1900’s

Condition: Pristine and Luminous
Estimate: $5000 - $7000

Lot 651 Two Clown Musicians and a 
Monkey Dancing with a Balloon

Probably made by Gunthermann 
Germany - Circa Early 1900’s

Condition: Excellent (Partial Restoration)
Estimate: $3000 - $4000

One of the most fascinating of the large-scale, staged platform toys that we have seen. 
Two carnival clowns play the banjo, drums and cymbals as an elegantly dressed trained monkey twirls around with his balloon.

Large-scale German painted novelty toys are seldom found in such extraordinary condition as this rare depiction of two clown musicians. 
Their heads are made of papier-mâché and the rest of the toy is painted tin.  An ingenious mechanism causes the ladder upon which 

they sit to seesaw up and down, creating a movement to the clown’s bodies that is both comical and realistic. This is a true showstopper.
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Lot 653 Seated Clown Musicians
Probably made by Gunthermann 

Germany - Circa Early 1900’s
Condition: Excellent & Works Well
(Minor Restoration Throughout) 

Estimate: $2500 - $3500

Lot 654 Clarinetist Ballerina
Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 

Germany - Circa Early 1900’s
Condition: Excellent & Works Well 

(Minor re-touch to male figure only)
Estimate: $2500 - $3500

One clown sounds the bell by using an unusual scissoring device while the other strums the banjo. 
We have never seen this particular novelty toy before.

This is one of the most iconic models from Gunthermann’s series of staged platform toys. Exceptionally fine condition.
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Lot 655 Canine Rope Jumper
Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 

Germany - Circa Early 1900’s
Condition: Excellent & Works Well 

(Poodle and Clown’s Head Restored)
Estimate: $2500 - $3500

This unusual clown and dog circus act is one of the 
most appealing painted German novelty toys you will 
ever find. It never fails to bring a smile to one’s face.

Lot 656 The Xylophone Players 
with Scarce Molded Lead Heads

Possibly made by Guntermann 
Germany - Circa Late 1910’s

Condition: Pristine & Works Well 
(Base with Restoration)
Estimate: $2500 - $3500

Exquisitely molded heads, coupled with the hypnotic 
motion of the two clowns twisting torsos and the striking 

of their instruments, makes for a most exciting and 
fascinating toy.
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Lot 657 Amusing Clown Musicians
Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 

Germany - Circa Early 1900’s
Condition: Excellent & Works Well 

(Very Minor Restoration)
Estimate: $2500 - $3500

The clown holding the bells rises up and down from the 
barrel he sits upon. The violinist moves his head to and fro 

to keep time with the plinkety-plink music.

Lot 658 Clown Musicians 
Seated On an Upturned Chair

Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 
Germany - Circa Early 1900’s

Condition: Excellent & Works Well 
(Expert Restoration Throughout)

Estimate: $3500 - $4500

Without a doubt, this is one of the most unusual and beautiful 
models from Gunthermann’s series of staged platform toys. The 

clowns seesaw up and down on the upturned chair as their bodies 
sway to convincingly depict the act of making music. We have 

never seen another example of this interesting toy.
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Lot 659 Large Clown Instrumentalist Figure with a Bisque Head
Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 
Germany - Circa 1900’s - 14” Tall
Condition: Pristine & Works Wells

Estimate: $3500 - $4500

This is a very impressively scaled German novelty toy. The clown has a molded bisque head and he plays a stringed instrument 
that seems large enough to be a cello. He must be very strong and able-bodied to play the instrument almost totally horizontally.

Lot 660 Pianist and Violinist
Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 

Germany - Circa Late 1890’s
Condition: Excellent & Works Well

Estimate: $2000 - $3000

This is a thoroughly original specimen of 
this scarce toy. Turning the crank sounds 

the music. Simultaneously, the pianist raises 
and lowers her arms to simulate playing the 

piano as the violinist fiddles away.
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Lot 661 Canine Trombonist and Feline Drummer 
Highly Important German Novelty Toy

Made by the Sigmund Guntermann Company 
Germany - Circa Early 1900’s - 5” Diameter

Condition: Pristine & Works Well
Estimate: $5500 - $7500
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Lot 662 Early Painted Tinplate Carousel 
with Velvet Canopy and Pompoms

 
Germany - Circa Late 1890’s

Condition: Very Good & Works Well 
(One lead canopy ornament lacking)

Estimate: $1500 - $2500

It is very unusual to find an example of this pretty toy with an 
intact canopy and complete with its original finial and flags.

Lot 663 Large Painted Ferris Wheel
Probably made by Doll & Cie. 
Germany - Circa Late 1910’s

Condition: Very Fine
Estimate: $750 - $950

This appears to be a somewhat unusual variant with three 
single chairs and three double chairs. Plinkety-plink sounds 

accompany the movement for this toy.
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Lot 664 Little Red Riding Hood 
Accompanied by the Wolf

Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 
Germany - Circa Early 1900’s

Condition: Pristine & Works Well 
(Tasteful Restoration Throughout)

Estimate: $4500 - $5500

Clearly, Gunthermann’s Red Riding Hood is one of the most 
exquisitely detailed playthings they ever created. For their 

depiction of Red Riding Hood, the toy designers have chosen to 
present her wearing a traditional Bavarian costume. She carries a 
basket of flowers as a gift for Grandma and walks beside the wolf. 

She does not seem the least bit frightened of the untamed wild 
beast. Quite to the contrary, she appears to have tamed his 

wild instincts and walks him on a leash.

Lot 665 Rare Male Tailor Seated 
on a Three Legged Stool

Made by Sigmund Gunthermann 
Germany - Circa Late 1890’s

Condition: Excellent & Works Well
Estimate: $2500 - $3500

This is an extraordinarily rare variant of the more 
commonly found tailoring toy that depicts a woman seated 
upon a chair with an ornate chair-back. In fact, we have 

never ever seen another like it.
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Lot 666 Floating Piloted Bi-Plane
Probably by Ernst Plank 
Germany - Circa 1910

Condition: Pristine Plus
Estimate: $2000 - $3000

The weight of a cast lead ornament offsets the weight of the 
bi-plane, making it appear to fly through the sky as the 

propellor turns. This is a very sublime example of this rare toy.

Lot 667 Scarce Bleriot Monoplane
Probably by Mueller & Kaderer 
Germany - Circa Early 1910’s

Condition: Excellent & Works Well 
(Balance weight re-attached)

Estimate: $1500 - $2500

This unusual toy demonstrates two distinct movements when it is played 
with. First, give the plane a good windup and watch as the spinning 

propellor causes it to fly forward. But you also witness a surprise “loop 
the loop” action caused by an ingenious feature in the mechanism.

Lot 668 Four Racing Bicyclists 
Parlor Gambling Device

French - Circa Early 1900’s 8” Tall & Base is 16” Square 
Condition: Excellent & Works Well

Estimate: $2500 - $3500

Jeu de Course (Racecourse) devices became very popular 
at the end of the Victorian Era as a means of having fun and 
doing some legal gambling at home. Typically, these games 
depict horseracing, however, airplanes, bicycles and cars 
were used as motifs as well. After you give the toy a strong 
winding, you must guess whether it is the red, blue, brown 

or tan costumed cyclist who finishes closest to the post 
marked by the flag. This particular toy is perhaps the most 

detailed and refined “Jeu de Course” ever produced.
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Lot 669 Super Deluxe Ferris Wheel Toy
Made by Doll & Company 

Germany - Circa 1910 
21” Tall and Base is 13 ½” x 11”

Provenance: DuPont Family
Condition: Near Mint & Luminous

Estimate: $9500 - $12500

Doll & Cie. pulled out all the stops for the production of their deluxe scale Ferris Wheel Toy. These bells and whistles include a ladder with fifteen rungs, four 
waving flags, a ride entry booth with canopy, gas lanterns and six gondolas able to handle as many as 24 passengers. The extraordinary quality of this toy 

was unmatched by other toy-makers from the period with the exception of Marklin & Cie. Operators could either hand crank the toy or attach it to a steam-
powered turbine. This beautiful toy was bought for members of the DuPont household at the turn of the last century. Apparently, it was never played with.
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Lot 671 Unusual Horse Drawn Carriage
Driver with Fours Passengers

 Probably made by Buchner Company
Germany - Circa Late 1880’s 

Condition: Pristine 
Estimate: $2500 - $3500

This is a most perplexing fancy carriage that seems to fuse together aspects of a phaeton coach and a “back-to-back” trap.
Vivid colors add great appeal and make this a real charmer. It’s a true wonder that toys as fragile as this have existed into the 

21st century. Only one lady passenger is original to the toy.

Lot 670 Rare Mechanical Toy Gig 
with Husband and Wife

Made by Buchner Company 
Germany - Circa 1875 

Condition: Pristine 
Estimate: $3500 - $4500

A thoughtful husband is seen taking his wife out for some fresh air. These are authentic figures from the period. They are a 
perfect match for the superb quality and condition of this toy. The carriage is executed in great detail. Finishing touches include 

a pair of lanterns and a simulated collapsed canopy. European tinplate toys from this early vintage are extremely scarce, 
especially when outfitted with a clockwork mechanism like this gorgeous specimen.
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